
 
 

 

President Sean: While the driving season is coming to a close, 

the NBCC and its executive and volunteers begin the work of 

planning fun and exciting activities for 2023. If anything crosses 

your mind, reach out and share it with other members or the 

executive as fresh ideas are always encouraged and welcome.  

Remembrance is shared by many and reflecting on those that have 
served can evoke varied emotions. Loss, anger, respect, love, 
sorrow, etc. I’m proud to be Canadian and especially proud of the 
friends and family that have participated in keeping our country 
free and democratic.  
 
If your path leads you to encounter a veteran this month, find a 
few words to share with them to show how they are appreciated. 
We can also take a moment when the time is right to share our 
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thoughts with those no longer with us. Let’s assure their sacrifice 
was worth it by living our best lives.  
 
Shifting gears from sombre thoughts to Christmas Cheer, I look 
forward to seeing those who can attend our Christmas dinner this 
year. It’s always great to break bread with NBCC members. If it’s 
your first time, it’s a great time to meet up with other members 
and share past and recent stories that may involve our beloved 
LBCs.  
   

Editor Jim: October 18th. For one reason or another, this is the 

latest I’ve ever started to work on the following month’s 

newsletter. And even with the extra time to come up with 

something to say, I’m still a bit out to sea. Thus, this collection of 

random thoughts.  

New members: Always keep you ear to the ground and your eyes 

peeled…something that might be physically hard to do at the same 

time. One never knows where we will find our next members. We 

snagged membership number 80 in Sault Ste. Marie of all places. 

More on that later. 

Name tags: We are not only delighted at the avalanche of new 

members this year, but we are also gratified by how many of those 

newbies have jumped into club meetings and activities. Meeting a 

sea of new faces for the first time can be intimidating, so let’s help 

our new members by remembering to wear our name tags. I am 

one of the biggest offenders in that regard and will try to do better 

in the future. 



Elections: As I write this, I am not sure what success our election 

committee has had in finding people willing to run for office in our 

annual November elections. It’s a bit unfair to those who have 

given their time in the past to keep expecting them to step up, and 

newcomers need time to become comfortable with the club 

before sticking their heads out of the foxhole. Somewhere 

between the old and the new, there must be club members willing 

and able to serve. Two vacancies are looming…president and vice 

president. Those who have served will tell you that the job is not 

difficult. It doesn’t consume a lot of time. It enlarges your social 

engagement with the club and gets you closer to the individual 

members. My terms of office really strengthened my friendship 

with many members, new and old. And don’t forget, there is a 

wealth of experience in the wings ready to provide guidance, so 

why not give it a go?  

Club News:  

Closing BBQ, Sept 24th ( Photos by Pete Moffett) 

The weather cooperated, mostly, and there was good fun and a 

good turnout with lots of food and games…trivia, horseshoes, and 

bean bag toss. Thanks to Joy and Bruce Bowman for their 



hospitality, Joy 

and Lynda Moffett 

for organizing the 

food, Pete Moffett 

for organizing the 

trivia contest (won 

by Carol Boyer, 

Brian Bassil, 

Cheryl Martin and President Sean), and to the prez and Vicki 

Halliday for bringing the fire pit. And finally, congratulations to 

Linda Moffett for winning the chili cook-off.  

 

  
 Bruce’s babies 

  



General Meeting, Oct 11th  

Chaired by Vice President Evans McInerney. Attendance was 

relatively light as is usual for this time of year. We started off by 

welcoming our two newest members, Bob and Norma Miller. 

Minutes and financial reports were read and passed. Club events, 

past and pending, were detailed. Look for further info on some of 

these later in this newsletter.  

Our election committee chairperson, Liz Osadec reminded those 

present that Sean and Evans will be stepping down next year and 

that people are needed to put their names forward. Lynda Moffett 

has agreed to let her name stand for vice president but would no 

doubt like to have a challenger. As for the president’s position, Liz 

reported no names were yet in the hat. 

 Evens and Pete Moffett outlined the ongoing consultation with 

other clubs regarding more substantial liability insurance for our 

events. A future option would be to join in with a consortium of 

southern Ontario British car clubs, which already carry more 

robust insurance protection. Studies will continue. A component of 

our increased liability protection would be the establishment of a 

yearly waiver form signed by all members. The inclusion of a Covid 

questionnaire in the prototype document was questioned by club 

member Terry Semple and after some discussion it was agreed to 

be unnecessary, in part because after almost three years of Covid 

we know how to protect ourselves and others. The clause was 

voted out of the waiver document. The Tech Talk on putting our 

cars away for the winter was presented by Pete Moffett. And 



congratulations to returning member Brian Baltjes for winning the 

50/50 draw.  

Rockton Flea Market, Oct 16th Linda Mercier Photo 

Many club members made it out 

to the Rockton Flea Market, 

where, in spite of earlier 

discouraging weather forecasts, 

a fine fall day broke out. Thanks 

to Mike Hupel and Donna 

Hughes for crewing the club 

table and to others, unknown to 

the editor, who attended. David 

Jones reports about 125 to 130 

British cars made it out with total attendance around the 

500 mark.  



 
 Donna and Mike, spreading the word - Mike Hupel photo 

Mike reports the NBCC recruited two new members at the 

show, pushing total club membership to 82! 

  

Members News:  

New Members: Hello to our newest members, Bob and Norma 

Miller of Ridgeway. We’ll get them to tell us more about 

themselves in the next issue, but this delightful couple was 

recruited some ways north…in Sault Ste. Marie, in fact. In a bit of 

serendipity, they were on the same fall colours bus trip as the 

Martins. Having made friends and dining at the same table, the 



issue of cars somehow came up. Bob said, “I drive an MG. What do 

you drive?” Well…! After a quick sell job on the NBCC they decided 

to join and were our guests at the October meeting. The Millers 

have a ’79 MGB. 

  

  

 

 

  Birthdays in November: 

 5th Kathy McLoed 

 18th Joe Adams 

 28th Scott Norris 

 29th Herb McKay 

      30th Dave Young 

Did we miss you? Let us know. 

 

 

  



Coming Up: 

Club Elections Nov 8th 

Kevin Pesant Mileage Award deadline Have your odometer 

readings ready for Jim Collacott at our next general 

membership meeting Nov 8th.  

Niagara British Car Club Christmas Party Dec 13th  

This will be at the Mandarin restaurant in St. Catharines. It will 

follow the same successful format as the last pre-covid party in 

2019. It’s a buffet dinner so the advance sale of tickets is not 

required. Voluntary anonymous gift exchange. British-themed 

and/or make your own preferable. Cost limit 20 dollars. Those who 

bring an unmarked gift will receive a draw ticket to choose one of 

the mystery gifts brought by the other participants. This is always 

great fun. 

Burlington Car Show: This one is some ways in the distance, 

next July 8th in fact, but organizer Ron Baker is obviously thinking 

ahead. Check your inbox or our website at some future date for 

information on how to register.  

 

Department of Corrections: Last issue I misidentified Marty 

Walter’s MGB as a ’61. Not very likely. It’s a ’66. 

  



Features:  

King Charles’ first car was an Austin: It has been widely reported 

that the king’s first car, back when he was Prince Charles, was an 

MGC-GT. In fact, his first car was an Austin which he received at 

the age of two. And in taking delivery of his car, the young prince 

was introduced into a lifetime of philanthropy. 

 

  
 

Yes, Charles’ first car was an Austin 40, more specifically, the 

Austin J40 roadster, a pedal car patterned after the grownup 

article, the 1948 Austin A40 Devon and Dorset. Make no mistake, 

though, it was a real Austin, produced by the parent company to 

provide employment to Welsh miners who could no longer work 

below ground.  



Charles’ pedal car was conceived in the late forties by Leonard 

Lord who headed up the Austin Motor Company at the time. The 

pedal car was put into production at a special plant in Bargoed, 

Wales, where it was assembled by unemployed miners who were 

afflicted by what was called Dust Lung. There is a longer medical 

word for the disease, but not nearly as descriptive. The miniature 

Austins were stamped from the surplus metal cut-offs from the 

actual car production. This provided much needed work for the 

afflicted miners and served as a managerial training ground for 

future Austin executives. In all, nearly 33 thousand of these little 

cars were built before the plant closed in the early ’70s.  

To use a very British word, these pedal cars were “posh.” They had 

lift-up bonnets, simulated engine with real spark plugs, an opening 

boot, leather upholstery, and working horn, headlights, and 

handbrake. They had lavish chrome and were painted in the same 

colours as the real cars. At 33 pounds these luxury toys cost the 

equivalent of nearly three weeks’ pay for the average worker at 

the time, so they weren’t for everyone. 

Most went to the U.S. Later Canada and Denmark also received 

them. The Austin J40 is a holy grail among pedal car collectors. If 

you have one of these baby Austins, perhaps you should have it 

appraised. It could possibly be worth more than the real McCoy. 

Sotheby’s recently auctioned a prime example for 13,500 dollars 

Canadian! 

 



The Settrington Cup Speaking of Austin J40s check out this 

annual pedal car race as it was held at this year’s Goodwood 

Revival https://youtu.be/KOWESrUaTPo 

 

The Triumph Stag: Modern Love  

The poor old Stag doesn’t come in for a lot of love on the silver 

screen.  

In its day it was a good looker with 

troublesome mechanical bits…so much so 

that its reliability problems have become 

plot elements in TV shows and movies. Fans 

of New Tricks will recall the constant breakdowns suffered by 

Detective Gerry Standing, including the big one that left him 

stranded at a winery overnight.  

Donna Hughes recently put me on to Amazon Prime Video’s series 

called Modern Love. You will want to check out season 2, episode 

1. It stars Minnie Driver (Note: that’s Minnie Driver, not Mini 

driver) as a woman who cannot let go of her troublesome Stag 

because driving it connects her to memories of happier times. It’s 

a sweet love story and only a half hour of your time.  

 

More on the Fossmobile: Remember the tribute Fossmobile that 

we wrote about in last April’s Flywheel? Ron Foss has kindly 

provided this update: 

National Recognition for the Fossmobile by Ronald Foss, Executive Director, 

Fossmobile Enterprises 

https://youtu.be/KOWESrUaTPo


Fossmobile Enterprises was established four years ago, to find ways to help 

bring to light, Canada’s first successful gasoline engine automobile, built by 

George Foote Foss (the founder’s grandfather), in Sherbrooke, Quebec in 

1897. With this goal in mind, family information, photographs and period 

parts were gathered, guiding the process of meticulously recreating a 

replica of the original Fossmobile. This tribute automobile, recently 

recognized by the National Association of Automobile Clubs of Canada, will 

soon be on display at the Canadian Automotive Museum in Oshawa, 

Ontario. 

Earlier this year, on April 27th, 2022 (125 years from the month when the 

original Fossmobile rolled out of the inventor’s bicycle repair shop), an 

unveiling ceremony for the Fossmobile was held at Hagerty Garage + 

Social. The Burlington Member of Parliament presented a Certificate of 

Achievement Award to Fossmobile Enterprises, on behalf of the Federal 

Government. 

On the weekend of August 20th, 2022, the city of Sherbrooke, Quebec, held 

their 1900 Marché de la Gare annual heritage celebration. Fossmobile 

Enterprises was invited to bring the tribute Fossmobile to commemorate 

the 125th anniversary of the original invention, which was originally built in 

Sherbrooke. Sherbrooke is a city that takes great pride in their heritage and 

seeks ways to celebrates its local creators. 

On August 19, 2022, at a more formal kick-off to the event, the President of 

the Quebec Anglophone Heritage Network presented Fossmobile 

Enterprises with the Richard Evans Award. This award honoured the efforts 

of Fossmobile Enterprises’ distinguished contribution to the preservation of 

local heritage. This generation of the Foss family grew up in Fort Chambly, 

Quebec, so this award held great significance and was quite an honour. 

More recently, Fossmobile Enterprises was given the opportunity to display 

the Fossmobile Tribute vehicle at the prestigious Cobble Beach Concours 

d’Elegance in Kemble, Ontario on September 18, 2022. It was a tremendous 

honour to be invited to attend and display it. Visitors had many questions 



as they examined it and onlookers were intrigued, as the Fossmobile was 

unlike the other automobiles on display. Few had seen anything that 

represented a pre-1900 vintage automobile, original or replica. 

Later in the afternoon, during a presentation ceremony, the President of 

the National Association of Automobile Clubs of Canada, and the Chairman 

of the Cobble Beach Concours, presented Fossmobile Enterprises with a 

plaque as a Special Recognition Award. This award acknowledged the 

efforts in creating a tribute Fossmobile and it finally established national 

recognition to the original inventor, George Foote Foss. National 

recognition of this invention was something that the family had long hoped 

for. 

More information of the original history and the efforts to build the replica, 

along with a photo gallery can be found at fossmobile.ca  

  
Ron and his Fossmobile at Cobble Beach 

 

http://www.fossmobile.ca/


Finally: A helpful tip—When storing your car for the winter, a 

bag of desiccant placed in the interior can help protect against the 

formation of mould. 
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